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GSE/D-21 1190
COMPUTER AND PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS

Paper-BCA-111

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks (External) : 80

Note : Attempt  five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit in addition to compulsory question No. 1. All

questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Write short note on classification of computers. (4)

(b) Elaborate on various types of software. (4)

(c) Write short note on computer virus. (4)

(d) Write short note on programming methodologies. (4)

UNIT-I

2. (a) Draw the block diagram of Computer. Explain its

components. (8)

(b) Explain the various memory devices. (8)

3. (a) Explain various applications of computer. (8)

(b) Differentiate between primary memory and secondary

memory along with suitable examples. (8)
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UNIT-II

4. (a) Explain the various I/O Devices. (8)

(b) Explain the functions of operating system. (8)

5. Define operating system. Explain the various types of

operating system along with suitable examples. (16)

UNIT-III

6. Explain the various techniques of problem solving with

examples. (16)

7. (a) Explain the various types of errors in programming.(8)

(b) Define flowchart and algorithm. Explain by taking any

suitable example. (8)

UNIT-IV

8. (a) Define searching and its types. Explain linear searching

along with suitable examples. (10)

(b) Elaborate on the concept of language translators. (6)

9. (a) Explain various types of computer languages. (8)

(b) Explain the concept of bubble sorting with suitable

example. (8)
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GSE/D-21 1190
COMPUTER AND PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS

Paper-BCA-111

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks (External) : 80

Note : Attempt  five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit in addition to compulsory question No. 1. All

questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Write short note on classification of computers. (4)

(b) Elaborate on various types of software. (4)

(c) Write short note on computer virus. (4)

(d) Write short note on programming methodologies. (4)

UNIT-I

2. (a) Draw the block diagram of Computer. Explain its

components. (8)

(b) Explain the various memory devices. (8)

3. (a) Explain various applications of computer. (8)

(b) Differentiate between primary memory and secondary

memory along with suitable examples. (8)
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UNIT-II

4. (a) Explain the various I/O Devices. (8)

(b) Explain the functions of operating system. (8)

5. Define operating system. Explain the various types of

operating system along with suitable examples. (16)

UNIT-III

6. Explain the various techniques of problem solving with

examples. (16)

7. (a) Explain the various types of errors in programming.(8)

(b) Define flowchart and algorithm. Explain by taking any

suitable example. (8)

UNIT-IV

8. (a) Define searching and its types. Explain linear searching

along with suitable examples. (10)

(b) Elaborate on the concept of language translators. (6)

9. (a) Explain various types of computer languages. (8)

(b) Explain the concept of bubble sorting with suitable

example. (8)
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GSE/D-21 1191
WINDOWS & PC SOFTWARE

Paper-BCA-112

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question

from each Unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All

questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Explain the purpose of Control Panel. (2)

(b) What is the purpose of Disk Cleanup? (2)

(c) What is the default alignment of cells in Excel? (2)

(d) State various types of Charts. (2)

UNIT–I

2. Describe various views of Windows Explorer. (8)

3. Explain Windows Accessories. (8)

UNIT–II

4. (a) Explain the steps to search a Website using Web

Browser. (4)
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(b) What are the System Tools? Explain these Tools in

detail. (4)

5. Write the steps to share a Network Drive or Folder. (8)

UNIT–III

6. Explain various steps to split data into multiple Columns in

Excel. (8)

7. Distinguish between Workbook and Worksheet. (8)

UNIT–IV

8. Explain various steps to change the Chart Types. Chart

Layout and Chart Style. (8)

9. What is the Data Table? Explain the steps to create the one

variable and two variable data table by giving suitable

example. (8)
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GSE/D-21 1192
MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION-I

Paper–BCA-113

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one
question from each section. Question No. 1 is compulsory.
All questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Find power set of {2,3,4}.

(b) Define Lattices.

(c) Evaluate : 
2

25

9 20
lim .

6 5x

x x

x x�

� �
� �

(d) Find order and degree of the differential equation

1/ 33

3
.

d y dy
xy

dxdx

� �� �� �� 	

(e) Solve the differential equation:

3 2

3 2
3 3 0.

d y d y dy
y

dxdx dx
� � � �

SECTION–I

2. (a) Prove that, A – (B � C) = (A – B) � (A – C).
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(b) Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4} and

R = {(1, 1), (1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 4), (3, 1), (3, 3), (4, 2),

(4, 4)}. Show that R is an equivalence relation.

3. (a) In how many ways 5 different microprocessor books

and 4 different digital electronics books be arranged in

a self so that all the four digital electronics books are

together.

(b) If f{x, y, z) = (xvy) � (xvy') ��(x'vz) be a given Boolean

function. Determine its DN form.

SECTION–II

4. (a) By using � – � definition of limit show that

2

1

1
lim 2, 1.

1x

x
x

x�

� � ��

(b) Find the value of a if the function f given by

2 1, 2

( ) , 2

1, 2

x x

f x a x

x x

� �� �
� �� �	 

� �� � �

is continuous at x = 2.

5. (a) Find 
dy
dx

 if 
log

.
1 log

x
y

x
� � .

(b) If = xx, show that 
22

2

1
0.

d y dy y
y dx xdx

� �� � �� �� 	
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SECTION–III

6. (a) Form the differential equation of the equation y = ax3 +
bx2 by eliminating the arbitrary constants a and b.

(b) Solve the differential equation :
dy
dx

� (4x + y + l)2, if y(0) = 1.

7. (a) Solve the differential equation :

2 2 .x xdy x y dx� � �

(b) Solve the differential equation :

(x2y – 2xy2)dx – (x3 – 3x2y)dy = 0.

SECTION–IV

8. (a) Solve the differential equation :

3 2
2

3 2
2 sin 2 .xd y d y dy

e x
dxdx dx

� � � �

(b) Solve the differential equation :

2

2
2 sin .xd y dy

y xe x
dxdx

� � �

9. (a) Solve the differential equation :

 
2

2
2

log .
d y dy

x x y x
dxdx

� � �

(b) Determine the curve whose sub-tangent is twice the
abscissa of the point of contact and passes through the
point (1, 2).
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GSE/D-21 1193
LOGICAL ORGANIZATION OF COMPUTER-I

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : A candidate will be required to answer five questions in
all, selecting one question from each unit in addition to
compulsory question no. 1. All questions carry equal
marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Why do Digital Computer use Binary Number System?

(b) Give Comparison between l's and 2's Complement.

(c) Differentiate between Boolean Alzebra and Ordinary
Alzebra.

(d) Explain Minterm and Maxterm.

(e) Explain XOR Gate.

(f) What are the characteristics of Logic gate ?

(g) Differentiate between Encoder and Decoder ?

(h) Explain 7-Segment Display. (8×2=16)

UNIT–I

2. Write the Binary Coding for the word BOY in :

(a) BCD.

(b) ASCII-7.

�����������	 
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(c) ASCII-8.

(d) EBCDIC. 16

3. (a) Solve the following Complements Representation of
Numbers by using Suitable Example :

(i) True Complement.

(ii) Radix-Minus-One Complement. 8

(b) Solve the following :

(A) (1101.1)2 × (111.01)2 = (?)2.

(B) (1100)2 – (11)2 = (?)2. 8

UNIT–II

4. Examine the validity of the following Boolean Functions

(a) (A + B + C) (A + B + C ) = A + B.

(b) Z X + ZXY = ZX. 16

5. What do you mean by K-Map ? Simplify the following
Expression by K-Map :

(a) ABC  + ABC  + ABC.

(b) A B C + AB C + ABC + ABC + A BC + ABC. 16

UNIT–III

6. Implement the following Boolean functions

F = ( A + B).(A + C ).(AB + D) using NAND gate.

F = ABC + ABC  + A BC + ABC. 16
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7. Design the circuit to realize the Boolean functions :

(a) Y = AB + AC + AB.

(b) F = ABCD + A BCD + ABC D + ABC D + A B CD

+ A BC D + A B C D. 16

UNIT–IV

8. (a) What is Code Convertor? Explain its Working. 8

(b) What do you mean by Combinational Circuit? Design
the Half Adder using NAND Gate. 8

9. (a) Explain the working of Comparator. 8

(b) What is Decoder ? Explain and design BCD to Decimal
Decoder. 8
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GSE/D-21 1194
ENGLISH

(Communicative English)

Paper–BCA, 115

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : A candidate is required to answer five questions in all,

selecting exactly one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. What is the role of the teacher in the Gandhian Scheme of

Education ?

OR

Throw light on the relationship between the student and the

teacher in the present system of education.

2. (a) Draw a brief character sketch of the Verger. (Albert

Edward).

(b) How does Anand revive the saga of Old Bapu's past

life ?

(c) Who was Salim ? What role does he play in the story ?

(d) Why does the average man take everything for granted ?

����������	
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(e) Why were Jocob and Marthe ready to do anything to

save the life of Dr. Kraus ?

(f) What did the exercise of the spirit, according to

Gandhiji, depend on ?

(g) Who was Major ? Why had he convened the meeting

of the animals.

UNIT–II

3. Passage for comprehension :

It would be idle for me, if I were a liar, to teach boys to tell

the truth. A cowardly teacher would never succeed in making

his boys valiant, and a stranger to self-restraint could never

teach his pupils the value of self-restraint.

Questions :

(a) What light does this passage throw on the role of the

teacher in the process of education ?

(b) What type of man should a teacher be ?

(c) How can a teacher shape his pupil the value of self-

restraint ?

(d) What kind of teacher can teach his pupils the value of

self-restraint ?

(e) Use the following words in sentences of your own :

cowardly; valiant; self-restraint.

4. (a) Write an e-mail to your friend inviting him/her to your

marriage party.
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(b) Write down a fax to director Nirad Fischer (999)-840-

3211 regarding your plans to incorporate your future

plans regarding your business and circle.

(c) What is text message ? How it is composed ? Write

down the steps involved in sending text message.

UNIT–III

5. Attempt any eight sentences based on Grammar :

(a) It is ............. egg. (Put a, an)

(b) Give me .......... book. (Put a, an)

(c) Sita sells computers. (Change the voice)

(d) Ram writes a story. (Change the voice)

(e) School begins .............. ten o'clock. (Preposition)

(f) This train goes .............. Delhi. (Preposition)

(g) It .............. raining since eight o'clock.

(h) He ............... to Delhi yesterday.

(i) News .............. good. (is, are)

(j) They ............. go to school. (does not, do not)

6. Write down a paragraph :

(a) Role of Computer in Modern Life

(b) Noise Pollution

(c) Female Education

(d) Knowlege is Power.
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UNIT–IV

7. Application for the post of assistant professor in English in
a college.

OR

Write a letter from Kumar Brothers to Shive Press, asking
for quotation for printing of their catalogue, 5000 copies.

8. English in situation : Asking the way.

UNIT–V

9. Duties and responsibilities of P.I.O. and also write down
functions of information officers. Advantages of RTI for the
empowerment of the common man.

10. Define right to Information Act, 2005. How to file a RTI
application and also write down the essential requirements
of an application field under the RTI Act are ?
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GSE/D-21 1195
PROGRAMMING IN C

Paper-BCA-116

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. ln addition, attempt four more

questions selecting exactly one question from each unit.

All questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) What is a symbolic constant in C?

(b) Out of printf() and puts(), which statement is better for

output of a string?

(c) Can one type of data be converted into another? Give

an example.

(d) Comment on the purpose of default case in switch

statement.

(e) What is the purpose of continue statement?

(f) What is meant by prototype of a function?

(g) Which storage type is considered as default?

(h) How can you pass an array to a function? (8×2=16)

UNIT–I

2. (a) Describe the various rules for naming of an identifier.

(8)
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(b) What is the difference between formatted and

unformatted I/O statements? Explain using suitable

examples. (8)

3. (a) Explain the history and importance of C language.

(8)

(b) Explain the various format specifiers that can be used

in scanf() and printf(). Also describe the escape

sequence that are commonly used in printf() function.

(8)

UNIT–II

4. (a) What do understand by unary, binary & ternary

operators in 'C' ? Explain with examples. (9)

(b) Which of the following arithmetic expressions are valid?

If valid, give the value of the expression; otherwise

give reason.

(i) 25/3%2.

(ii) +9/4+5.

(iii) 7.5%3.

(iv) 21% (int)4.5.

(v) (5/3)*3+5%3. (7)

5. (a) Write a program in 'C' to swap the values of two

variables without the use of third variable. (8)

(b) Describe the IF statement and its variations using

suitable examples in C. (8)

1195/00/KD/1308 2
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UNIT–III

6. (a) Write a program in 'C' to generate first n prime numbers.

(8)

(b) What is prototyping? Why is it necessary? (4)

(c) Differentiate between actual & formal arguments. (4)

7. (a) Write a program in 'C' to display the all integers greater

than 100 and less than 200 that are divisible by 7.

(8)

(b) What is recursion? Explain using appropriate examples.

(8)

UNIT–IV

8. Distinguish between the following :

(i) Global and Local Variables.

(ii) Automatic and Static Variables.

(iii) Scope and Visibility of variables

(iv) One-dimensional and Two-dimensional Array. (16)

9. Write a program in 'C' to search a number from a given list

of numbers. (16)
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GSM/D-21 1196
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++

Paper : BCA-231

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Answer five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit in addition to Compulsory Questions. No. l. All

questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (i) Differentiate between Object and Class.

(ii) Explain the characteristics of OOP.

(iii) Differentiate between Pointer and references.

(iv) Define operator overloading. What are its advantages?

(v) Differentiate between get (char *) and get () prototypes.

(vi) Explain strcpy () with example.

(vii) Explain the put () function by giving example.

(viii) Explain ternary operator with example. (8×2=16)

UNIT-I

2. Write a program using class to solve a quadratic equation.

16

3. What do you mean by static data member and static member

functions? Explain it with example. 16

1196/00/KD/1203 [P.T.O.



UNIT-II

4. What do you mean by constructor overloading? Explain it

with example. 16

5. Explain the various unformatted and formatted I/O

operations. 16

UNIT-III

6. What do you mean by Friend Function? What are its

advantages? Write a program of call by reference using

Friend Function. 16

7. Explain various string functions by giving Example. 16

UNIT-IV

8. What is Function overloading? Explain it with example.   16

9. Write a program to overload assignment operator and

assign the contents of one object to another object of a

class. 16

1196/00/KD/1203 2
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GSM/D-21 1197
DATA STRUCTURES

Paper–BCA-232

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is

compulsory. Attempt four more questions selecting

exactly one question from each unit. All questions carry

equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) What is the difference between primitive and non-

primitive data structure.

(b) What are the operations of data structures explain them

briefly ?

(c) What is an array ? Mention its properties.

(d) Differentiate between iteration and recursion.

(e) Why stack is called a LIFO data structure ?

(f) Name various methods of traversing a binary tree.

(g) What do you mean by malloc() and calloc() functions.

Explain in brief.

(h) How do you represent a queue in computer memory  ?

(8×2=16)
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UNIT–I

2. (a) What are the various types of complexities of an

algorithm ? Discuss big-O notation to represent

complexity. 8

(b) Explain different data structures available for

representing/storing data. What are methods available

for representing them. 8

3. What is a string ? Explain different operations that can be
performed on a string using examples. 16

UNIT–II

4. What is an array ? What is the difference between one
dimensional and two dimensional array ? Write an algorithm
to calculate the average of the values of an array and print
the even numbers stored in an array. 16

5. (a) Write an algorithm to search an element in a linked
list.

(b) Write an algorithm to delete an element from two way
linked list.

UNIT–III

6. (a) Explain the following terms :

(i) Infix expression.

(ii) Polish notation.

(iii) Reverse polish notation. 8

(b) Write an algorithms to perform PUSH() and POP() in
stacks. 8
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7. (a) Write an algorithm to insert a node in a queue. What is
the difference between a queue and a circular queue.

8

(b) What are deques. Explain its variations. 8

UNIT–IV

8. What is a binary search tree ? Write in short about.

(a) Inorder traversal.

(b) Preorder traversal.

(c) Postorder traversal. (8+8=16)

9. (a) What is the difference between breadth first search and
depth first search ? 8

(b) Explain shortest path algorithm for finding the shortest
path in a graph. 8
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GSM/D-21 1198
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

Paper–BCA-233

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each section. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All Questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Write notes on :

(a) Hardwired Control.

(b) Virtual Memory.

(c) I/O Interface.

(d) CISC.

SECTION-A

2. (a) What is the difference between Direct and Indirect

Addressing Modes? Explain with example.

(b) Explain the various Basic Computer Registers.

3. (a) What are the various types of Computer Instructions?

Explain.

(b) What do you mean by Instruction Cycle?Explain the

various instruction cycles for the execution of an

instruction.
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SECTION-B

4. (a) What do you mean by Address Sequencing? Explain.

(b) Explain the Hardware Implementation of Arithmetic

Microoperations.

5. (a) What is Microprogram Sequencer? Explain its circuit.

(b) Explain the computer configuration for

Microprogramming.

SECTION-C

6. (a) What do you mean by Program Interrupt? Explain

various program control instructions.

(b) Explain the various Data Manipulation Instructions.

7. (a) What do you mean by RISC? Explain its Characteristics

and disadvantages.

(b) Explain the Zero address instructions.

SECTION-D

8. (a) What is Associative Memory? Explain its Hardware

Organization.

(b) What do you mean by Paging? Explain the Page

Replacement Methods.

9. (a) Distinguish between Synchronous and Asynchronous

Data Transfer.

(b) Explain the various methods of Handshaking

Asynchronous-Data Transfer.

1198/00/KD/1292 2
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GSM/D-21 1199
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Paper-BCA-234

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Define software.

(b) What are various software development process

models?

(c) What is the purpose of e-r diagram?

(d) Error, Fault and failure.

(e) What is scm?

(f) Define verification and validation.

(g) What are different types of maintenance?

(h) Alpha and Beta Testing. (2×8=16)

UNIT–I

2. (a) What is Software crisis? Discuss various reasons for

Software Crisis.

(b) What are different characteristics of software process?

(8×2=16)

1199/00/KD/1305 [P.T.O.



3. Explain Waterfall and prototype model along with its

advantages and Limitations. (16)

UNIT–II

4. What is SRS? Explain the need, characteristics and

components of an SRS. (16)

5. What are various information gathering tools? (16)

UNIT–III

6. (a) Write short notes on the following :

(i) Data flow diagram.

(ii) Data Dictionary. (4×2=8)

(b) What is the difference between Coupling and Cohesion?

(16)

7. Explain Software maintenance along with its types and

characteristics. (16)

UNIT–IV

8. What is the purpose of testing? Explain Functional Testing

in Detail. (16)

9. Write short notes on the following :

(i) Project Scheduling.

(ii) Risk Management. (8×2=16)

1199/00/KD/1305 2
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GSM/D-21 1200
FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA BASE SYSTEM

Paper-BCA-235

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. In addition to that attempt four

more questions, selecting one question from each unit.

All questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Define Integrity.

(b) Define Relational Algebra.

(c) What are three levels of Database system?

(d) Distinguish between Primary Key and Secondary key.

(e) What are various types of data model?

(f) What are duties of Database Designers?

(g) What are properties of a Relation?

(h) Define Data and Information. (16)

UNIT–I

2. Write short note on :

(i) Responsibilities of DBA. (8)

(ii) Characteristics of Database Approach. (8)

3. (a) What are disadvantages of DBMS? (8)

(b) What are Components of a database system

environment? Explain. (8)
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UNIT–II

4.  (a) What do yon mean by data independence? Explain

various types of data independence. (8)

 (b) Explain the concept of Schema. (8)

5. (a) Explain the architecture of DBMS. What are its

objectives? (8)

(b) Write a short note on Client Server architecture of

DBMS. (8)

UNIT–III

6. (a) Explain E-R diagram and the notations used tor

drawing ER diagram. (8)

(b) Explain Relationship types and Relationship instances.

(8)

7. (a) Explain Record based data models and object based

data models. (8)

(b) Explain Entity, Entity set. attributes, super and

candidate key. (8)

UNIT–IV

8. Write a short note on :

(i) Relational Algebra.

(ii) Hierarchical and Network Data Model. (16)

9. (a) Explain various Integrity rides. (8)

(b) Explain various update operations on relation and

relational operators by giving suitable examples. (8)

1200/00/KD/1314 2
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GSM/D-21 1201
COMPUTER ORIENTED NUMERICAL METHODS

Paper–BCA-236

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Compulsory Question

1. Attempt the following question in short :

(a) Discuss Euler modified method. 2

(b) Explain Trapezoidal and Simpson rules. 2

(c) Discuss predictor-carrector methods. 2

(d) Discuss orthogonal properties. 2

(e) Explain Truncation. 2

(f) Explain Taylor-Series method. 2

(g) Explain Bisection method. 2

(h) Discuss Pitfalls in differentiation. 2

UNIT–I

2. (a) Apply Bairstow method to find quardratic factors of
the equation x4 + 5x3 + 3x2 – 5x – 9 = 0 close to
x2 + 3x – 5. 8

(b) Calculate the value of polynomial x3 – 4x2 + 0.1x – 0.5
for x = 4.011 using the floating point arithmatic with 4
digit mantissa in two different ways. Also find the
relative error under both the methods. 8
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3. Using Newton-Raphson formula, prove that the iterative

formula for finding square root of N is 1
1 N

2�

� �
� �� �� �i i

i

x x
x

.

Hence find the value of :

(a) 35.

(b) 20 .

(c) 15 . 16

UNIT–II

4. (a) Apply Gauss-Seidel iteration method to solve the

following equation

20x + y – 2z = 17, 3x + 20y – z = –18,

2x – 3y + 20z = 25. 8

(b) Using Runge-Kutta method of order 4, find y for

x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 given that 2 , (0) 1
dy

xy y y
dx

� � � .

Continue the solution at x = 0.4 using Milne-Simpson's

method. 8

5. Given 21
dy

y
dx

� � , where y = 0 when x = 0 find y(0.2),

y (0.4) and y(0.6). 16
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UNIT–III

6. (a) Approximate f(x) = sin x; 0 � x � 0.2 by a 4th degree

Taylor's polynomial. 8

(b) Prove that polynomial of best approximation of degree

not exceeding 3 for (x) in the interval [–1, 1] is 2 1

8
x � .

8

7. (a) Use Chebyshev's quardrature formulae to evaluate

12

5

1
dx

x� . 8

(b) Evaluate 
0.7

0.5

1/2 �

�
xx e dx  approximately by using suitable

formule. 8

UNIT–IV

8. Evaluate the integral 
4

3 2

2

(2 3 1)x x
�

� �� dx by using Gauss's

quardrature formula. 16

9. Find the value of f �(x) at x = 0.4 from the following table :

x 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

f(x) 0.1023 0.1047 0.1071 0.1096 0.1122 0.1148

16
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BCA/D-21 1202
WEB DESIGNING FUNDAMENTALS

Paper–BCA-351

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Explain :

(a) Web server and search engines.

(b) Web hosting techniques.

(c) Frames in HTML.

(d) Text formatting.

UNIT–I

2. What do you mean by internet? Explain the features of

Internet.

3. Differentiate :

(a) Web Browser and HTTP.

(b) Web server and URL.

����������	
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UNIT–II

4. What do you mean by home page and write the steps for

developing a website ?

5. Explain :

(a) Domain name and ISP.

(b) Explain page layout feature in HTML.

UNIT–III

6. (a) Introduce HTML. Explain its program structure.

(b) What do you mean by link tag and explain the type of

linking in HTML.

7. Explain :

(a) Ordered and unordered line tags.

(b) Image and Link Tag.

UNIT–IV

8. Differentiate :

(a) Ordered and unordered list.

(b) Check box and radio buttons.

9. Explain form in HTML.
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BCA/D-21 1203
OPERATING SYSTEM-I

Paper–BCA-352

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from
each section. Question No. 1 is compulsory.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Why operating system is necessary for a computer
system ? List out various services performed by an
operating system.

(b) How multiprogramming is different from
multiprocessing ?

(c) Explain various states of a process.

(d) What do you mean by CPU scheduling ? Explain its
criteria.

(e) Differentiate between preemptive and non-preemptive
scheduling.

(f) Distinguish between serial and batch processing
operating system.

(g) Explain mutual exclusion conditions.

(h) Write short note on :

(i) Client sewer model.

(ii) Peer-to-peer model. 16
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SECTION–A

2. (a) Write short note on :

(i) Single user and multiuser operating system.

(ii) Buffering and spooling.

(iii) System calls.

(iv) System programs.

(b) Explain distributed OS. How is it different from time

sharing OS ? 16

3. (a) Explain process Control Block. What are the different

operations on process.

(b) What is the difference between preemptive and non-

preemptive scheduling. Explain different CPU

algorithms in detail. 16

SECTION–B

4. (a) What is multilevel queue scheduling ? How is it

different from multilevel queue with feedback

scheduling.

(b) Write short note on :

(i) Process hierarchy.

(ii) Process implementation.

(iii) Multi threading. 16

5. (a) What are the various methods of deadlock prevention

and avoidance ?  Explain in detail.
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(b) Describe banker's algorithm by using example.

SECTION–C

6. (a) Explain the concept of segmentation. What are the

advantages and disadvantages of this method.

(b) What is variable sized partition memory allocation.

Explain the various storage replacement policies in

variable's partition allocation scheme.

7. (a) Explain various page replacement policies in detail.

(b) What do you mean by thrashing ? What are its causes
and explain various methods to handle it ? 16

SECTION–D

8. (a) What is a file ? Explain various file operations and file
attributes. Describe various file structure by using
diagram.

(b) What do you mean by file protection ? Explain various
ways of file protection. 16

9. (a) What do you mean by dispatcher explain its role in
process management. What is dispatch latency ?

(b) Explain the concept of priority scheduling. How is it
different from sound robin scheduling ? Explain with
example. 16
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BCA/D-21 1204
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Paper-BCA-353

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question number 1 is

compulsory. In addition to compulsory question, student

will have to attempt four more questions selecting one

question from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Explain Breadth First Search. (4)

(b) Discuss Components of Expert System. (4)

(c) Discuss Speech Recognition. (4)

(d) What do you mean by Knowledge? Discuss Knowledge

Pyramid. (4)

UNIT-I

2. Discuss the past, present and future of Artificial Intelligence.

(16)

3. Write notes on the following :

(a) Turing Test and Revised Turing Test. (8)

(b) Application Areas of AI. (8)

1204/00/KD/904 [P.T.O.



UNIT-II

4. Discuss the steps of developing an Expert system by taking

any example. (16)

5. (a) Compare and contrast Rule Based vs. Model Based

Expert Systems. (8)

(b) Discuss the Advantages and Limitations of an Expert

System. (8)

UNIT-III

6. What is search process in AI? Explain with different types

of search techniques. (16)

7. Explain the following :

(a) Best first search. (8)

(b) AO* Algorithm. (8)

UNIT-IV

8. What is Robotics? Discuss various parts of a Robot. How a

Robot will be controlled? Explain. (16)

9. Discuss the concept of Natural Language Processing. Also

discuss the fundamental problems in understanding Natural

Language. (16)

1204/00/KD/904 2
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BCA/D-21 1205
COMPUTER NETWORKING

Paper-BCA-354

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory.

In addition to compulsory question, candidates have to

attempt four more questions selecting one question from

each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Define Hub. (2)

(b) Differentiate between analog and digital Transmission.

(2)

(c) Write a Short note on Cable Modem. (2)

(d) Write a short note on Dynamic Routing. (2)

(e) Define VLAN. (2)

(f) Write a short note on Security Attacks. (2)

(g) Explain the full form of CRC. (2)

(h) Write a short note on Gigabit Ethernet. (2)

UNIT–II

2. Write a short note on each of the following :

(a) Bridges.

(b) Router.

1205/00/KD/1039 [P.T.O.



(c) Switch.

(d) Gateway. (16)

3. (a) Discuss connection oriented and connection less

services with Example. (8)

(b) Explain Network topologies. (8)

UNIT-III

4. (a) Differentiate Between Guided and wireless media of

Transmission. (8)

(b) Differentiate between Pulse code modulation and

Frequency Modulation. (8)

5. Explain Multiplexing Techniques in Detail. (16)

UNIT-IV

6. (a) Explain Architecture of IEEE 802.11. (8)

(b) Explain Architecture of Bluetooth. (8)

7. Explain Collision based Protocols and Collision Free

Protocols. (16)

UNIT-V

8. (a) Explain Link State routing with Example. (8)

(b) Explain Encryption Method in detail. (8)

9. (a) What do you mean by Network Security? (8)

(b) How Congestion can be controlled in computer

Network? (8)

1205/00/KD/1039 2
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BCA/D-21 1206
COMPUTER APPLICATION

(Programming Using Visual Basic)
Paper–355

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from
each unit. Question number 1 is compulsory. All questions
carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Explain the following :

(a) Difference between object based and object oriented
language.

(b) Message box and Input box.

(c) Function and Procedure.

(d) Array of arrays. 16

UNIT–I

2. Explain the important features of visual basic (VB). 16

3. Explain the default controls in tool box of visual
development. 16

UNIT–II

4. Explain arithmetic, relational and logical operators in VB.
16
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5. Explain various data types in VB. 16

UNIT–III

6. Explain various control structure in VB. 16

7. Explain various decision statements in VB. 16

UNIT–IV

8. Write a program in VB to generate prime number series.
16

9. Write a program in VB to generate filionacci series. 16
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BCA/D-21 1207
MULTIMEDIA TOOLS

Paper : BCA-356

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : Attempt five question in all. Question Number 1 is

compulsory. In addition to compulsory question, attempt

four more questions, selecting one question from each

unit.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Describe the application of multimedia in education

and commerce.

(b) What are the elements of graphics?

(c) What are features of multimedia tools?

(d) Explain the aspects of the digital audio video operation.

(4×4=16)

UNIT-I

2. (a) What is multimedia software? How to set up multimedia

system configuration? 10

(b) Explain the authoring tools used in education fieid.   6

3. (a) Describe the features of hypermedia. 6

(b) Explain : VRML and Icon-based tool. 10

1207/00/KD/1195 [P.T.O.



UNIT-II

4. (a) Explain different image file format. 8

(b) Explain YIQ and YUV color model in videos. 8

5. Describe various digital video standards. Whai is chroma

sub-sampling and why is it important? 16

UNIT-III

6. (a) What is the use of audio file format? Explain MIDI.   8

(b) Why do we need to digitize sound? 8

7. Describe lossless predictive coding with block diagram. Also

explain DPCM. 16

UNIT-IV

8. What are various video compression techniques?

Explain any two. 16

9. Describe lossy and lossless compression. Write a short note

on JPEG standard and JPEG mode. 16

1207/00/KD/1195 2
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BCA/D-21 1233
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

Paper-BCA-CTIS-101

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Prove the following theorem using postulates of Boolean

algebra : babaa  ).( . Also find its dual & prove it.

(3)

(b) Discuss various characteristics of a good algorithm.

(3)

(c) What is flash memory? (3)

(d) What is an IP address? Discuss. (3)

UNIT-I

2. (a) Briefly discuss various generations of computers. (8)

(b) List and explain some important characteristics of a

computer. (4)

3. (a) Show that a positive-logic AND gate is'a negative-

logic OR gate and vice-versa. (6)

(b) Convert (11110001001001.10101)
2
 to its octal,

hexadecimal and decimal equivalent. (6)

UNIT-II

4. What are various techniques of problem solving? Also

explain various types of program errors. (12)
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5. (a) Explain the importance of decision tables in

programming.What are the limitations of these tables?

(6)

(b) Write the guidelines that a programmer must follow

while drawing a flowchart. Also write advantages and

limitations of flowcharting. (6)

UNIT-III

6. (a) What is a WORM disk? What limitation of a CD-ROM

disk does it overcome? What limitation it still has?

(6)

(b) What is a magnetic tape drive? Describe the main

components and basic operation mechanism of a half-

inch magnetictape reel drive. (6)

7. (a) What is a joystick? How it is different from a trackball?

Write some uses of a joystick. (6)

(b) What is a plotter? Differentiate between Drum and

Flatbed plotters. (6)

UNIT-IV

8. (a) What are various applications of internet? Discuss.

(6)

(b) Discuss the followings :

(i) Search Engines.

(ii) World Wide Web. (6)

9. (a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of E-Mail?

(6)

(b) Define computer network. Also discuss various types

of computer networks. (6)

1233/00/KD/886 2
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BCA/D-21 1234
PROGRAMMING WITH C

Paper-BCA-CTIS-102

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

Attempt four more questions selecting one question from

each unit.

Compulsory Question

1. Answer the following questions in brief :

(a) What are constants in C? What are different types of

constants?

(b) Explain difference between 'break' and 'continue'

statements with examples.

(c) What is static storage class in C? Explain its use with

an example.

(d) How can you declare and initialize a string in C?

Explain with an example. (4×3=12)

UNIT-I

2. (a) What is data type? Explain basic data types in C with

examples. (6)

(b) What is identifier? Explain rules to coin identifier name.

(6)

1234/00/KD/893 [P.T.O.



3. Explain the following I/O functions with examples :

scan f(), gets() and getche(). (12)

UNIT-II

4. (a) List arithmetic operators. Explain hierarchy and

associativity rules of these operators. (6)

(b) What are logical operators in C? Explain their use with

examples. (6)

5. (a) What is for..loop? Explain jump rules for for..loop

with an example. (6)

(b) What is 'switch' statement in C? Explain its usage with

an example. (6)

UNIT-III

6. (a) What is function? How can you pass parameters to a

function by 'call by reference'? Explain. (6)

(b) What is 'auto' and 'extern' storage class? Explain scope

and life time of these storage classes. (6)

7. (a) How can you define and initialize two-dimensional

arrays in C? Explain with an example. (6)

(b) Write a program in C to find largest difference between

any two numbers among given N numbers. (6)

UNIT-IV

8. (a) How can you compare and concatenate two strings?

Explain with examples. (6)

(b) Distinguish between structure and union. (6)

1234/00/KD/893 2
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9. (a) Define a structure for date. Create an array of date

structure. Read and write values of date. (6)

(b) Explain dynamic allocation and deallocation of memory

with suitable examples. (6)
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BCA/D-21 1235
MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION FOR COMPUTER

SCIENCE
Paper–BCA-CTIS-104

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from
each Unit. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) If A = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}

B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}

C = {2, 6, 7, 10} and U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}

then verify that A � (B � C) = (A � B) � C. 3

(b) If A and B are Hermitian matrices show that AB – BA
is Skew-Hermitian. 3

(c) Define array and frequency. Give one example of each.
3

(d) Find the probability distribution of the number of heads
in three tosses of a coin. 3

UNIT–I

2. (a) If R is an equivalence relation on a set A, show that
R–1 in also an equivalence relation.

(b) Let A be any set. Show that if � is a partial order on A
then ‘<’ in a strict partial ordering relation on A. 6,6
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3. (a) Define contradiction and tautology propositions. Use
truth table to establish contradiction and tautology from
the following properties :

(i) [(~q � p] � q.

(ii) [p � (~q)] � [(~p) � q].

(b) If W1 and W2 are two sub-spaces of a finite dimension
vector space V(F) then
dim(W1 + W2) = dim W1 + dim W2 – dim (W1 � W2).

6,6

UNIT–II

4. (a) Solve the system of equations :

2x + 8y + 5z = 5

x + y + z = –2

x + 2y – z = 2.

(b) Find eigen value and eigen vectors of matrix

1 0 1

A 1 2 1 .

2 2 3

�� �
� �� � �
� �� �

6,6

5. (a) Define following terms with the help of example :

(i) Sub graph.

(ii) Planar graph.

(iii) Hamilton path.

(iv) Graph isomorphism.

(b) State and prove Euler's formula for connected planar
graph. 6,6



UNIT–III

6. (a) The average weight of 150 students in a class is 80 kg.
The average weight of boys in the class is 85 kg and
that of girls is 70 kg. Find the numbers of boys and
girls in the class separately.

(b) Calculate Mediam and Mode of the data given below :

Marks 10 20 30 40 50 60

No. of 8 23 45 65 75 80
students 6,6

7. (a) Find the range, coeff. of range and quartile deviation
from the following data :

Class 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70

Frequency 3 5 15 10 4 2

(b) Calculate mean deviation and its co-efficient for the
following distribution :

Marks 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

No. of 5 8 15 16 6
students

6,6

UNIT–IV

8. (a) Two unbiased dice are thrown together at random. What

is the expected value of sum of the numbers shown by

the two dice ?

(b) A die is thrown 6 times. Getting an odd number is a

success. What is the probability of :

(i) 5 successes

������������ � 	
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(ii) Atleast 5 successes

(iii) Atmost 5 successes. 6,6

9. (a) State and prove Baye's theorem on probability.

(b) From a lot of 10 items containing 3 defective items, a

sample of 4 items is drawn at random. Let the random

variable X denote the number of defective items in the

sample. If the sample is drawn without replacement,

find the mean and variance of X. 6,6
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BSQ/D-21 1236
WEB DESIGNING–I

Paper : BCA.CTIS-105

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) What do you mean by web server?

(b) Differentiate between web page and web site.

(c) What is an XHTML document?

(d) What is the use of Style sheets in an HTML document?

UNIT-I

2. What do you mean by WWW? Explain how is it evolved

and become an essential part of life today.

3. (a) Why a protocol is needed for web? Discuss the standard

protocols in WWW.

(b) What do you mean by a search engine? How are they

different from other websites?

1236/00/KD/1176 [P.T.O.



UNIT-II

4. (a) Who is Internet Service Provider? How is it related to

the website publishing?

(b) Explain the process of website designing using a

suitable example.

5. What are events in DHTML? What kind of handlers used

for the events?

UNIT-III

6. (a) Write detailed note on HTML 5.0 and its predecessors

using suitable examples.

(b) What is the standard document structure for an XHTML

document?

7. (a) Differentiate between HTML and XHTML.

(b) Discuss different page layouts in HTML using suitable

examples.

UNIT-IV

8. (a) What are nested tables in HTML and how to insert

them in HTML pages?

(b) Write short notes on filters in CSS.

9. Write note on the followings w.r.t. HTML forms :

(a) Input tag.

(b) Hidden textbox.

(c) Radio Buttons.

1236/00/KD/1176 2
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BCA/D-21 1237
OPERATING SYSTEMS

Paper-BCA-CTIS-107

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note : Question No. 1 is compulsory. In addition, attempt four

more questions selecting exactly one question from

each unit.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) List the major characteristics of operating system.

(b) Differentiate between preemptive scheduling and non-

preemptive scheduling.

(c) What are the benefits of processes being co-operative?

(d) State the various methods for handling a deadlock.

(e) Differentiate between logical address space and physical

address space.

(f) State the various file access methods. (6×2=12)

UNIT-I

2. Discuss following in detail :

(i) Batch Systems.

(ii) Multiprogrammed Systems.

(iii) Multiprocessor Systems.

(iv) Real-Time Systems. (12)

1237/00/KD/1260 [P.T.O.



3. What do you mean by system call and system program?

Explain various types of system calls and system programs

in detail using suitable examples. (12)

UNIT-II

4. Discuss various algorithms for CPU-Scheduling. Explain with

suitable examples. Also describe various methods for

evaluating the algorithms. (12)

5. (a) What is a process? Describe process control block in

detail. (6)

(b) What are the various issues in multithreading? Explain

in detail. (6)

UNIT-III

6. What is a semaphore? How semaphores can be

implemented? Discuss various types of semaphores along

with their usage. (12)

7. (a) Write short notes on deadlock prevention and detection.

(6)

(b) What is segmentation? Discuss segmentation hardware

with the help of diagram. What type of fragmentation

can be caused by segmentation? (6)

UNIT-IV

8. (a) Consider the following page-reference string :

1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 5, 6, 2, 1, 2, 3, 7, 6, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 6

How many page faults would occur for the following

replacement algorithms, assuming three, four or five

frames?

1237/00/KD/1260 2
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Remember that all frames are initially empty, so your

first unique pages will cost one fault each.

(i) LRU replacement.

(ii) FIFO replacement.

(iii) Optimal replacement. (6)

(b) Consider a system that supports the strategies of

contiguous, linked, and indexed allocation. What criteria

should be used in deciding which strategy is best

utilized for a particular file? (6)

9. (a) Explain various attributes and operations of a file.

Also discuss the protection mechanism in a file

system. (6)

(b) Suppose a disk drive has 5,000 cylinders, numbered

0 to 4999. The drive is currently serving a request at

cylinder 143. and the previous request was at cylinder

125. The queue of pending requests, in FIFO order, is

86, 1470, 913, 1774, 948, 1509, 1022, 1750, 130

Starting from the current head position, what is the

total distance (in cylinder) that the disk arm moves to

satisfy all the pending requests for each of the following

disk-scheduling algorithms?

(i) FCFS (ii) SSTF (iii) SCAN (iv) LOOK (v) C-SCAN

(vi) C-LOOK.

State three advantages and disadvantages of placing

functionality in a device controller, rather than in the

kernel. (6)
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BCA/D-21 1238
LINUX AND SHELL PROGRAMMING

Paper-BCA-CTIS-108

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note : Attempt any five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each unit including Question No. 1 is

compulsory.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Write the following relational expression in Korn shell.

(i)  y!x 

(ii) yx  .

(b) What are environmental variables?

(c) Explain foreach loop in C-shell.

(d) What is Terminal File?

(e) Write a note on external linux commands.

(f) Explain case-esac statement in Korn shell. (2×6=12)

UNIT-I

2. (a) Give a brief sketch of structure of Linux Operating

System?

(b) What are the features of Linux operating system?

(6,6)
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3. (a) Distinguish between time sharing and client-server

environment?

(b) What is a shell ? Explain its types . (6,6)

UNIT-II

4. Write syntax and purpose of following commands :

(a) uname.

(b) lock.

(c) rd.

(d) cp.

(e) cmp.

(f) Is. (2×6=12)

5. (a) What is the purpose of following directories :

(i) \usr.

(ii) \bin.

(iii) \temp.

(b) How do you find a line that matches a regular

expression using awk command ? (6,6)

UNIT-III

6. (a) Name two categories of regular files? Does Linux

recognize the difference between these two categories?

(b) Write a shell program to check a number is prime or

not prime. (6,6)

7. Explain :

(a) tee command.

(b) ftp and its importance in Linux.

(c) What are pipes? (4,4,4)
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UNIT-IV

8. (a) Brief about the common commands used in vi editor.

(b) Define grep command. Write a grep command to

display the lines which does not match the given

pattern. (6,6)

9. (a) How do you use a variable in Korn shell? Describe

different types of variables used in Korn shell.

(b) Write a shell program to display a given number is

Armstrong or not. (6,6)
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Note : Attempt five questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory. In
addition to this the student will have to attempt four more
questions selecting one question from each unit. All
questions carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Subject-Verb Agreement.

(b) Drafting.

(c) Reading speed strategies.

(d) Audio-Visual aids.

UNIT–I

2. Do as directed :

(a) Change the voice in the following sentences :

(i) I do not like rice.

(ii) Carry it home.

(iii) Which book will be read by you tomorrow ?

(iv) Everybody cannot be pleased.
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(b) Correct the following sentences :

(i) Let Lata and I try.

(ii) The wages of sin are death.

(c) Give one-word substitution of the following :

(i) A person who believes in fate.

(ii) Incapable of being expressed in words.

3. Attempt as directed :

(a) Change the narration of the following sentences :

(i) She said to me, “You will miss the train”.

(ii) “Good morning, boys!” said the teacher.

(iii) Vimla asked me if I had attended the office the
previous day.

(b) Fill in the blanks with appropriate modals :

(i) We ............... not laugh at others.

(ii) You ................. help the poor ?

(iii) You ............... do it.

(c) Give antonyms of the following :

(i) Vigilant.

(ii) Indecision.

UNIT–II

4. Attempt a detailed account of Active and Passive listening.

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions at the
end.

Do not study for too long at once. So long as the mind acts
with case, it may be allowed to continue working, but if we



find that it moves slowly and extra trouble is needed to keep
the attention fixed it is far better to break off and take a
walk or some other recreation than go plodding on until one
feels wholly exhausted. To continue forcing the mind to work
is likely to lead to injurious results and may end in a nervous
breakdown. Violent exercise, which causes bodily weariness,
is not what is wanted, for with a tired body, little mental
peace is possible. Useful exercise as a change for study
should give energy, not exhaust it.

Questions :

(a) What danger is there in working with a tired mind ?

(b) When is physical exercise necessary ?

(c) What kind of exercise is needed ?

(d) What principle should be followed while studying ?

UNIT–III

6. Write an essay in about 300 words on any one of the
following topics :

(a) Environment Pollution.

(b) Value of Discipline.

7. Make a precis of the following passage and assign it a suitable
title :

Men very soon found that it was much better to divide the
work among then so that one built houses, and another made
chairs and tables, and another grew corn, and so on. You
can easily see that this was a better plan because by always
doing the same kind of work you can do it more quickly
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and easily. Practice makes a man perfect, so nowadays all
work is divided up as much as possible. Not so very long
ago, before machinry was invented, even such a tiny thing
as a pin was not made by one man, but by a dozen or more
each doing his particular  bit of the work. One straightened
out the wire, another cut it into lengths, another sharpened
the point, another put the head on, and so forth.

UNIT–IV

8. Attempt a detailed note on the importance of listening.

9. Discuss in detail the various aids that are useful in making a
presentative effective.
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